
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2019 SENIOR MOOT MATERIALS 
Dictum Society, the College of Law and Justice’s student-run society, is proud to present the 

2019 Senior Moot! This competition is designed to challenge students by asking them to 
identify legal issues in everyday problems, perform legal research as well as draft memoranda. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Dear Participants, 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read this document.  

 

The Statement of Facts is the most important component in understanding this dispute. Any available 

exhibits are simply there to help support your arguments, if you so choose to use them.  

 

This Competition is designed to challenge participants in a way that the Junior Moot does not, by adding 

components of legal research as well as an increase in speaking time.  

 

Therefore, this competition aims to prepare you for the kind of time management skills that are essential for 

participation in external moots.  

 

Nevertheless, mooting is an extremely rewarding experience, allowing one to meet legal professionals as 

well as build your legal writing and research skills.  

 

If you do not have a team yet, I will endeavor to do my best and match you with a team. 

 

If you have any further questions please feel free to contact me on 0422 623 102 or at 

competitions@dictumsocietyvu.com  

 

Thank you, 

Elizabeth Breaz  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PROCEDURAL ORDER 1  
 

CLAIMANT  
 
AMG Accountants Pty Ltd, a company incorporated under the laws of Australia.  

Registered at 19 Mercedes Street, Melbourne, Victoria 3000  

Tel (03) 9876 2356 Fax (03) 9283 7889 Email info@amgaccountants.com.au  

 

Arbitral agent: Joseph Micallef   

Micallef Lawyers  

295 Queen Street, Melbourne, Victoria 3000  

Tel (03) 9999 9999 Fax (03) 8888 8888 Email jmicallef@micalleflawyers.com.au  

 

RESPONDENT  

 

Clever Catering Pty Ltd, a company incorporated under the laws of Australia.  

Registered at 53 Ricepaper Road, Melbourne, Victoria 3000  

Tel (03) 8763 3333 Fax (03) 2738 9999 Email: infor@clevercatering.com.au  

 

Arbitral agent: Daniel Smith  

Smith & Partners  

300 Flinders Street, Melbourne, Victoria 3000  

Tel (03) 2333 4444 Fax (03) 2222 8888 Email: dsmith@smithpartners.com.au  

 

The Claimant and Respondent have agreed to arbitrate their dispute pursuant to the ACICA Arbitration Rules 

Incorporating the Emergency Arbitrator Provisions 2011.  

 

Any questions regarding matters not covered by the Statement of Agreed Facts may be directed to the 

tribunal at competitions@dictumsocietyvu.com by midnight 26 July 2019. The tribunal will publish 

findings with respect to these questions by 12pm 27 July 2019 in Procedural Order 2. 

 

It is agreed that the tendering of short memoranda summarizing submissions would assist the tribunal. The 

memorandum for the Claimant shall be submitted by 9PM 29 July 2019. The memorandum for the 

Respondent shall be submitted by 9PM 2 August 2019. Both submissions must be made via email to 

competitions@dictumsocietyvu.com.  

 



The tribunal will hear oral submissions on 8 August 2019 at 295 Queen Street.  

 

The 2019 Senior Moot Rules binds all teams and can be downloaded at www.dictumsocietyvu.com  

 

In both memoranda and oral submissions, the tribunal requests that the parties put forward arguments with 

respect to the following issues:  

 

1. Has the Respondent breached the contract? If so, what is the appropriate remedy, if any?  

2. Was the Respondent negligent? If so, what is the appropriate remedy, if any?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STATEMENT OF FACTS  

 

[1] AMG Accountants Pty Ltd (AMG) is a top tier accounting firm. With the firm employing more than 600 

staff as well as 45 partners. Their client list ranges from providing services to family businesses, privately 

owned and small public businesses as well as high net worth individuals and public sector organizations. 

 

[2] Every year AMG hosts an annual Christmas party at which all the partners of AMG and their clients are 

invited to. These Christmas parties are always described as a spectacle featuring the best food and 

entertainment.  

 

[2] This year AMG decides to use a different catering company for their Christmas party. Clever Catering 

Pty Ltd (Clever Catering) is an up and coming catering company that is well known for their unique menu 

they provide to every event they cater.  

 

[3] Clever Catering have received positive reviews with top magazines labelling this company as the “new 

best thing”.  

 

[4] Clever Catering do not have a list of items to be selected from its own menu; they only complete custom 

jobs where the Client provides instructions and Clever Catering creates the menu accordingly.  

 

[5] Katie White, a representative from AMG met with Clever Catering in late October to discuss the details. 

At this meeting Katie told Clever Catering about the number of people attending the Christmas party, of 

which include high-profile clients as well as top executives, how important it is that they make a fantastic 

impression and that they were looking to have a fresh menu with unique items to impress.  

 

[6] After this initial meeting Clever Catering sent a contract to AMG, which their lawyer looked over it and 

was satisfied before signing it and sending it back to Clever Catering.  

 

[7] Thomas Hardy was appointed to be the menu director for this event for Clever Catering. Thomas 

developed a menu, which was signed off by AMG. Thomas then organised for all the ingredients to be 

ordered as well as organizing all the relevant staff for the event.  

 

[8] As usual hundreds of clients and staff attended this event. The unique menu was well taken by attendees.  

 



[9] One of the dishes off the menu contained the ingredient Gruyere cheese. The Gruyere cheese was to be 

imported from a specific region in Switzerland. However, an administrative error was made by the company 

producing the cheese.  

 

[10] Unfortunately, the day before the party, the Swiss providers informed Thomas that they were unable to 

meet such a large demand for that cheese.  

 

[11] Thomas was immediately panicked and went and spoke to Katie White about this, given that this cheese 

dish was a big item off the menu. 

 

[12] Katie was unhappy about the news and very worried about the party proceeding without any issues. 

Katie gave Thomas the instructions to “do whatever you have to do to make this night run smoothly”. 

 

[13] Thomas made the decision to substitute the Gruyere cheese for the available Camembert cheese. 

Thomas assured Katie that no one would notice the difference in the cheeses.  

 

[12] One of the younger cooking assistants proceeded to incorrectly store the Camembert cheese. As a result, 

there was a listeria outbreak. A number of senior AMG employees were affected as well as many of the 

guests, including Katie. Their medical symptoms confirmed that the symptoms they exhibited was for 

listeria.   

 

[13] AMG Accountants have taken a hit to their reputation for this incident as they are known for hosting 

spectacular events.  

 

[14] AMG Accountants are refusing to pay for any of Clever Catering’s services as they maintain that they 

breached their contract.  

 

[15] AMG Accountants is also accusing Clever Catering of negligence, resulting in a number of guests as 

well as staff becoming severely ill.  

 

[16] Clever Catering argues that they did not breach their contract as the terms of the agreement changed 

once Thomas had his exchange with Katie and that AMG accepted the risks associated with using the new 

ingredient.  

 



 

EXHIBIT 1  

Contract for AMG Accountants Christmas Party  
 

Parties 
 

“Provider” 
Clever Catering Pty Ltd 
Address: 53 Ricepaper Road, Melbourne, 
Victoria 3000  
Contact Person: Mr Ryan Murphy, CEO 
Email: info@clevercatering.com.au  

“Customer” 
AMG Accountants Pty Ltd 
Address: 19 Mercedes Street, Melbourne, Victoria 
3000  
Contact Person: Ms Katie White  
Email: info@fancyfoodies.net.au 

 
Recitals 

 
(A) The Provider is a company incorporated to provide custom catering services. 
(B) The Customer is a company incorporated to provide financial services.  
(C) The Provider has agreed to contract with the Customer and agreed to plan, organise 

and provide a menu for the AMG Accountants Christmas Party pursuant to the 
terms and conditions of this contract. 

 
The parties agree as follows: 

 
1 Definitions 

 
Term Meaning 

 
Event The AMG Accountants Annual Christmas Party, running at 

6:00PM on 10 December 2019.  
 

Menu instructions Instructions provided by the Customer in negotiations articulated in 
clause 13. 

 
Menu Director One of the Provider’s available qualified chefs of considerable 

repute with proven competence and experience constructing creative 
menus. 

 
Relevant ingredients Ingredients which are necessary to meet the Customer’s menu 

instructions and to executive the menu plan devised by the Menu 
Director. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
…… 

 
8 Services 

 
8.1 The Provider agrees to provide the Customer with a menu plan and execute that menu 
plan in a manner that is suitable for the needs of the Customer’s event, taking into account 
the number of people and the Customer’s menu instructions. 

 
8.2 The Customer acknowledges that the Provider is unable to provide a complete guarantee 
as to the availability of all relevant ingredients. The Customer agrees to provide alternative 
menu instructions where the Provider is unable to secure all relevant ingredients and informs 
the Customer of this with sufficient time before the Event. 

 
8.3 The Provider will appoint a Menu Director taking into consideration the Customer’s menu instructions. 
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…… 
 
 13 Customer’s Menu Instructions 

 
The Customer requires that the following specifications be met by the Provider: 

 
13.1 The Menu Director appointed by the Provider must be reliable and reputable. 

 
13.2 The Provider must plan, organise and execute four different menu items for 1000 

people. 
 

13.3 Menu item number one will be titled ‘Spicy Moroccan Carrot Salad’. 
 
13.4 Menu item number two will be titled ‘The Humm Dog with Bacon, 
Black Truffle and Celery’. The core ingredients for this menu item must be 
bacon, truffle mayonnaise and Gruyere Cheese. 

 
13.5 Menu item number three will be titled ‘Sea Urchin Guacamole 
Tacos’. This menu item must use sea urchin as its main ingredient.  

 
13.6 Menu item number four will be titled ‘Dark Chocolate Ganache Tart’. 
This menu item must incorporate dark chocolate.  

 
13.7 In the planning, organization and execution of all menu items, the 
Provider will ensure that each menu item will be fitting for the particular 
qualities of each menu item specification, acknowledging the importance of 
the menu items being a representation of culinary skill. 
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…… 
 

Limitation of Liability 
 
21.1 The Provider is not responsible for any loss or damage suffered by the event guests. 

 
21 Dispute Resolution 

 
Any dispute, controversy or claim arising out of, relating to or in connection with 
this contract, including any question regarding its existence, validity or 
termination, shall be resolved by arbitration in accordance with the ACICA 
Arbitration Rules. The seat of arbitration shall be Melbourne, Australia. The 
language of the arbitration shall be English.  

 
22 Governing Law 

 
This contract is governed by Victorian Law. 
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EXHIBIT 2  
 

Witness Statement: Thomas Hardy  
 
1. My name is Thomas Hardy, born 10 January 1981. I am a qualified chef and have 

worked at Clever Catering for just over 2 years now. I make this statement on 20 
December 2018.  

2. I was approached to be a menu director for AMG’s party. I was told that this would be a 
large party and that the menu would need to be unique and leave a lasting impression on 
attendees.  

3. I took this advice on board and created a menu that I was very happy with and thought 
would be suitable for the party.  

4. Everything went well, my menu was signed off by AMG. I then went on to place my 
orders for the ingredients and organise my staff for the event.  

5. The day before the party I receive a call from the Swiss company from which I placed an 
order with for Gruyere cheese, as one of the items off the menu contained this. They told 
me that they were unfortunately unable to deliver such a large quantity of cheese as an 
administrative error had been made. I was ropable when I found out! I had placed the 
order in advance and didn’t appreciate that they were informing me so close to the party 
that they were unable to deliver.  

6. I had the contact details of a representative from AMG, her name is Katie White. I 
immediately contacted her and told her about what had happened. She was immediately 
unhappy to be receiving such news when the party was the next day. As always, I 
wanted to please the customer so I told Katie that I would be able to replace the Gruyere 
with Camembert cheese and that no one would be able to notice the difference. To my 
understanding, Katie approved of this and by the end of the phone call she sounded 
happy with the resolution.  

7. I immediately organised the Camembert cheese and contacted my staff and hurriedly 
told them about the change in menu. I delegated to one of my younger assistants the task 
of collecting the cheese and storing it for the party.   

8. The day of the party arrives, and everything is going quite well in the kitchen. Item 
number one off the menu is prepared and sent out to the guests. Looking around the 
room you can see that everyone is enjoying the food.  

9. All my staff and I begin preparing item number two off the menu, this item contains the 
Camembert cheese. We finish and have the food ready to send out to the guests when 
Katie hurried in and proceeded to stop us from taking it out. Katie yelled at my staff and 
I saying that we were taking the food out too quick and that we needed to give the guests 
plenty of time between each menu item to actually eat.  

10. I told Katie that the food was hot and that we had just melted the cheese on top of it, if 
we waited by the time the food got out to the guests it would have cooled down. I didn’t 
understand who she thought she was to be telling me what to do with my food, but she 
insisted we wait so we did.  

11. I understand that AMG is attempting to blame Clever Catering for the listeria outbreak 
that occurred, but to the best of my knowledge AMG approved the new ingredients and 
any dangers associated with using such products. Further, Katie had no right to tell us 
when to send food out, forcing us to leave it to cool on the bench. 
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EXHIBIT 3  
 

Witness Statement: Katie White  
 
1. My name is Katie White, born 14 June 1985. I have worked at AMG Accountants for 

around 4 years now and I always oversee all matters relating to our annual Christmas 
party. I make this statement on 21 December 2018.  

2. I met with Clever Catering in late October to discuss the details of the party. At this 
meeting I made sure that I emphasized that the menu must be unique, and the food must 
be prepared to the highest standard as our parties always attract more than 1000 guests. 

3. After this meeting Clever Catering prepared a contract, which included the menu, and 
sent it us which we signed and returned.  

4. I was feeling quite relaxed about the party, as we had a menu we were happy with and it 
looked like Clever Catering had hired a capable chef for our event. How wrong I was 
about this.  

5. The day before the party I receive a call from Thomas, the chef from Clever Catering. 
Thomas was quite frantic on the phone and informed me that an order for cheese was not 
able to be fulfilled. I immediately panicked and asked Thomas what he was going to do 
about this, and he told me was going to substitute the cheese. I told him to do whatever 
he thought was best as he was the Chef and he was the one who needed to be able to 
prepare the dish with this new ingredient. I unhappily ended the phone call.  

6. The day of the party arrives and I go into the kitchen to see how preparations are going 
and see a large quantity of cheese wrapped in plastic, out of refrigeration, on one of the 
benches. I ask one of the assistants if that was the new substituted cheese and they told 
me yes.  

7. The first dish is sent out and it looks very good. My faith in Clever Catering is slowly 
being built up again. I see the guests eating and enjoying themselves.  

8. I pop into the kitchen again to see how things are going and I see that the staff have 
already finished preparing the second dish when the guests weren’t even finished with 
the first one! I immediately confront Thomas about this. I tell him that he needs to wait 
before we send the food out as we have a long night ahead of us and that guests need to 
be able to enjoy their food.  

9. Thomas told me that he wanted to send the food out then, as waiting would result in the 
food cooling down. I told him to make a fresh batch or to either wait. Thomas said he 
would wait. Thomas never informed me that it would be unsafe to send out the food 
once it was cooled down.  

10. I understand that Thomas and Clever Catering are refusing to accept responsibility for 
the listeria outbreak, however, it is the chef’s responsibility to handle food safely and 
accordingly. The new cheese was not the original agreed upon ingredient, therefore if 
Thomas wishes to change the menu, he should be able to handle this new ingredient.  
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EXHIBIT 4  
 

Medical Report  
 
 

11 December 2018  

 

 

I, Dr Evan Smith, confirm that I have examined Ms Katie White on this day at her residence in 

34 Mulberry Lane, Melbourne.  

 

The symptoms Ms White has been exhibiting lead me to believe that she is suffering from 

listeria.  

Ms White’s symptoms include fever, muscle aches, disorientation, nausea and regular 

projectile vomiting. After querying Ms White on the food she has been consuming lately, in 

my opinion, Ms White would have likely contracted listeria from the soft cheese product she 

ate at her work party.  

 

In my professional opinion Ms White is unfit for work for a minimum of 14 days.  

 

 

 

Dr Evan Smith  

(Signed)  
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PROCEDURAL ORDER 2 

Answers to Questions for Clarifications  

27 July 2019  

1. Are we allowed to argue points that are outside of paragraphs 14-16 of the 
facts? For instance, could we argue a contractual issue that is unrelated to 
breaching the contract “by not using the correct ingredients”? Or are we to 
presume that these paragraphs reflect our instructions from the clients?  
 
Teams may choose to argue that the Respondent breached the contract by using 
alternative agreement as stated in paragraphs 14-16, or teams may choose to argue 
something different. It is entirely up to you and the legal research you have done.  
 

2. Should we identify our team members on the memo or are we to use the fake 
names given under Procedural Order 1 (“Joseph Micallef”) as the arbitral 
agents? 

 
In your memos it is recommended that you use all team members actual names 
rather than the names provided in the problem.  
 

3. How much were they paid for the catering?  
 

AMG Accountants were required to pay $70 000 for Clever Catering’s services. 
However, this sum was not paid.  
 

4. Were people sick at the dinner or was every just sick the next day?  
 
The attendees began to experience symptoms of listeria after the event was over.  
 

5. What was the fall out of the dinner? Was AGM’s reputation damaged? Did 
everyone have a good time despite a couple of people getting sick? 
 
Initially, attendees had a good time at the event. However once people began to fall 
ill, there was severe backlash. Several high profile clients left the accounting firm 
as they expect AMG to deliver all their services to a high standard.  
 

6. Roughly how many guests got sick? Majority? Less than majority? Is there a 
certain percentage?  

 
Approximately 60% of guests got sick.  
 

7. Do we need to discuss damages and calculation of damages?  
 
All teams must cover the topic of damages, and I would recommend that you 
calculate a sum of damages.  
 

8. What is the “Fancy Foodies Gala” mentioned in exhibit 1? 
 

This was a spelling error and has now been amended.  
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9. Were the rest of the dishes served during that night after the cheese was 
served?  
 
Yes, the rest of the dishes were served that night after the cheese dish.  
 

10. Does the tribunal consist of arbitrators?  
 
Yes, the tribunal will consist of one to three arbitrators.  
 

11. Do we refer to the tribunal as “Mr/Madam Speaker” or “Mr/Madam 
Arbitrator”? 
 
If there are more than one, it is advised that you refer to them as “members of the 
tribunal” or individually as “Mister/Madam Arbitrator”.  
 

12. Are the statement of facts meant to be taken as a summary of the events or the 
objective facts of the case?  
 
The statement of facts should be taken as a summary of the events, which has been 
checked and agreed upon by both parties.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


